For grass banks, the 'big blow' works wonders

One of the most enduring problems greenkeepers must face is the constant maintenance associated with sand bunkers. Edging is difficult enough, but of on-going concern is the continual build-up of sand on the greenside edge of bunkers caused by explosion shots. These massive amounts of sand can kill the turf by mere suffocation or by accumulating to such depths that severe drought conditions develop. It’s a vicious cycle.

Many have tried various methods of removing sand from the grass faces of bunkers. Larry Gilhuly has shown you one technique in a previous article using water to wash away the accumulated sand on a steep sand bank. It’s a good one and it works. Mike Rewinski, superintendent at Westhampton Country Club on eastern Long Island, has found another innovative approach worthy of our attention.

While blowing out his irrigation system to prepare for winter, Mike found a large rented air compressor ideal for blowing sand from grass. 34

BLAST THE LEAVES

Without doubt the most efficient and cost effective way to keep Autumn’s bounty at bay is by employing a BILLY GOAT blower. Especially designed to move leaves and litter from awkward places under perfect control. One man with our blower can do the work of five with rakes, brooms and shovels. The perfect partner to the truck loader.

BUY DIRECT

Why pay the middle man? Buy direct from our quarries at competitive prices. Nationwide deliveries. All mixes to your specification. For prices, samples and analysis please contact:

JEAN at WHITE MOSS SAND QUARRY (Cheshire) on 0270 884288
Root Zone • Top Dressing • Sand • Soil (Screened) • Peat (Screened and As Dug)

JULIE or JENNY at BETLEY ASH & AGGREGATES on 0270 820426
Ash (Black and Red) • Drainage Media • Ash based Soil • Granular Fill

Our products are currently being supplied to major golf courses and construction projects nationwide.

ALL MATERIALS FROM OUR OWN QUARRIES
THE BIG BLOW

Before and after - and the difference is amazing

33 bunkers banks back into the bunkers. He outfitted the compressor with a hose attached to four feet of 1/2-inch pipe. One person can easily blow the sand back into a bunker usually in 15 to 20 minutes. Some dried grass clippings will settle in the sand but are easily cleaned up with leaf rakes.

The net result of this action is a neat, clean turf that can thrive very well and extend the life of the reconstructed grass banks indefinitely. Banks of little-used bunkers should be cleaned once a year. More heavily used bunkers should be subjected to the Big Blow as often as twice a year.

This article first appeared in the USGA Green Section Record and is reproduced here with due acknowledgement and thanks to the USGA Green Section and author Gary Watschke.
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Leaf Sweeper

Demonstrations available through local dealers

Simple well proven design, easy to use, excellent value for money - 4 rows of hard wearing polypropylene bristles lift leaves, grass clippings and litter effortlessly into high-capacity hopper.

Fully floating linkage enables brush to sweep cleanly on undulating golf course fairways.

Simple manual trip facility for easy dumping of debris.

Optional scarifying rotor and gulley brush attachments available.

Send for details - no stamp required

WESSEX FARM MACHINERY SALES CO.

FREEPOST B2221

BORDON • HANTS • GU35 9HH

0420 478111